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Renaissance Academy Charter School of the Arts (RA) will open its school for the
2021-2022 academic year with all students in-person, receiving direct instruction, 5 days a
week. A remote or hybrid model is not an option for the school.  This plan outlines
guidelines for facilities, health and safety, teaching and learning, and supports.

Our primary goal during reopening is for students and staff to be in a safe,
COVID-free environment by establishing consistent and abiding by on-site safety
precautions that are regularly monitored.  We want our students, families, and staff to feel
as comfortable as possible returning.

While the protocols for COVID-19 may change for all New York schools prior to the
start of the 2021-2022 school year, the reopening plan developed to date is based on the
information available to schools at this time.
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Masks are Required, Regardless of Vaccination Status
Masks are our most important layer to prevent the spread of COVID-19 in our school.
According to the CDC, “COVID-19 spreads mainly from person to person through
respiratory droplets produced when an infected person coughs, sneezes, or talks. These
droplets can land in the mouths or noses of people who are nearby or possibly be inhaled
into the lungs.”  Unfortunately, there is evidence that the Delta variant can spread from
vaccinated individuals to those who are not vaccinated. Given this, we will wear masks
(cloth face coverings) to limit the spread of the virus and slow unknowingly infected people
from transmitting it to others.

● Masks are required during the school day for all students and school staff in all
grade levels regardless of vaccination status.  Please see here for appropriate masks.
More specifically, this means:

○ Wear a mask at all times when students are present
○ Wear a mask when attending PD or meetings
○ Wear a mask when walking in hallways and using bathrooms
○ Airplane rules return - only when actively eating or drinking should your

mask come off or below your nose
○ Avoid eating and drinking in groups
○ If you are alone in a classroom or office you may remove your mask
○ Groups of 4 or fewer vaccinated adults may remove masks for meetings when

children are not present if all participants are comfortable
○ Elementary Only:  Phonics teachers may teach without masks if they are

vaccinated.  Students should not remove masks.
○ RA has a sufficient stock of cloth and extra disposable face coverings are kept

on site in the event that a staff member, teacher, or student requires them.
● Students should be frequently reminded not to touch the face covering and to wash

hands frequently.
● We will give all community members guidance around sanitation of face coverings

and reuse.
● RA will develop plans for supporting students in meeting this expectation, including

protocols for students who struggle with this expectation, and will have a clear
protocol for mask breaks.

● Face shields can be worn in addition to but may not be worn as a substitute for a
cloth face covering or mask.
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Facilities
RA has ensured that each classroom will allow for 3 feet of room between the students in
the classroom and 3 feet during PE, dance, and singing (with masks).

1. RA has ensured there is one way traffic in the hallways.
2. RA has specific points of entrance and points of exit to the building assigned to

students based on the location of their classroom.
3. RA has posted signage around the building on social distancing, use of PPE, proper

handwashing, guidelines for safe social interactions and one way traffic patterns in
the building when possible. Signage will remain.

4. RA has developed protocols for social distanced fire and lockdown drills for the
2021-2022 school year.

5. RA will close all multi-use water fountains; RA encourages students to bring their
own water bottles.

Health and Safety
1. RA will allow students and staff to wear their own properly fitted masks (with

guidelines) but will make them available if masks are deemed inappropriate (i.e,
violent themes, profanity, ski-masks, etc.)

2. RA has developed protocols for daily health checks for all staff and students entering
the building.

3. For contact tracing, RA has developed a protocol for visitors to sign in with a
temperature reading of below 100 degrees.

4. RA encourages families to monitor their children’s temperature and wellness before
sending them to school, particularly if they are displaying COVID-19 symptoms to keep
them home.

5. After arriving at RA,  students who  display COVID-19 symptoms will be sent to the
nurse’s office.  Parents will be called to immediately pick up their child.

6. RA will set up all classrooms to abide by the social distancing guidelines set forth by
the local health department and the CDC.

7. Student seating will be properly placed at a minimum 3 feet apart.
8. Students and staff will be trained on proper hand and respiratory hygiene.
9. Frequent washing of hands with soap and water will be required and hand sanitizer

will also be available in each classroom, as well as throughout the building.
10. Face coverings must be worn at all times, including on the school bus, while staff and

students are in the school building. While outside, students will not be required to
wear masks.
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11. RA will inform parents of the instances when children should stay home for
quarantine.

12. RA will work to ensure staff and students know they should stay home if they are not
feeling well.

13. RA will perform diligent cleaning and disinfecting of all areas of the building
throughout each day.

14. RA will perform deep sanitization of the building each evening after the school day is
completed.

15. Daily logs of cleaning and disinfection will be kept in accordance with Health
Department regulations.

16. Cleaning staff has undergone additional training to ensure they understand and can
implement the updated cleaning guidelines.

17. RA will ensure that all in class hand sanitizer stations meet the requirements set forth
in FCNYS 2020 Section 5705.5

18. RA will continue lead testing in water as required in NYSDOH Regulations 67-4.

Contact Tracing
Management of Ill Persons-

a. Students or staff who exhibit symptoms consistent with COVID-19 will be
immediately separated from others and sent home. A location will be identified
to quarantine those exhibiting symptoms. The individual will not be permitted to
return to school without documentation from a health care provider, a negative
COVID-19 test and symptom resolution.  If the individual receives a positive test,
then they cannot return to school until they are released by the Monroe County
Department of Health from the mandatory quarantine.

b. If RA has a confirmed COVID case we will immediately notify the Monroe County
Health Department  and follow the protocols set forth.

c. RA will comply with the contract tracing, isolation, and quarantine efforts
guidelines outlined by the Monroe County Department of Health.

d. The school nurse will notify the Principal and  CEO of a positive COVID case and
she will immediately begin the process of contract tracing.

e. If RA is notified of a confirmed case of an RA student, family, or staff member RA,
the school nurse and CEO will begin isolation/quarantine and contact tracing
protocols. RA will share information with the Monroe County Department of
Health.

f. RA will continue to rely upon the guidance of their medical directors and the
Monroe County Department of Health.
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Child Nutrition
1. RA is a School Food Authority (SFA) and will be able to prepare meals on our

premises.
2. RA will provide daily breakfast, lunch and a snack for all of its students.
3. During breakfast, lunch and a snack students will be 6 feet apart.
4. Food will be properly packaged per the updated COVID guidelines.
5. All CDC, NYSDOH and the Federal food authority guidelines for meal prep will be

followed.
6. RA will train each teacher of a child with allergies on their allergies and how to

separate them from others who may be ingesting food to which the student is
allergic.

7. RA will train staff in the classrooms how to clean and sanitize student desks before
and after meal consumption.

8. Students will be taught proper hand and food hygiene as well as the importance of
not sharing food and beverages during breakfast, lunch, and snack time.

Transportation
1. RA’s Director of Facilities will liaise with the sending districts around transportation.
2. RA will request a copy of the districts’ transportation plan to ensure it meets

guidelines.
3. RA will create staggered drop off and pick up procedures to ensure social distancing.
4. RA will create procedures for contactless student pick up which will ensure social

distancing between and among families, students and staff.
5. RA will ensure that each bus has a cache of masks in case a student arrives at the bus

stop in the morning without a mask.

Social Emotional Well-Being
1. Staff will receive professional development on supporting the social-emotional well

being of students and surveys will be used with families and all stakeholders to keep
a pulse on students' needs.

2. Social-emotional learning and health is a priority and will be implemented in
building classroom community and routines.

3. The Positivity Project and Second Step curricula will continue to be utilized for all
grade levels.

4. Students counseling services will be delivered in person.
5. Staff, family and students will be able  to share concerns with mental health staff.
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6. RA will continue Wellness Days to support the mental and physical health of staff.
7. Students who need additional counseling support beyond RA services will be

referred to Catholic Family Services, the organization that provides mental health
counseling to our students on-site.

8. RA’s mental health staff will be available for referrals from teachers and/or parents
for counseling intervention for students.

9. RA’s mental health staff will continue to work with families to assist with referrals to
outside agencies and community supports, and continue partnership with Catholic
Family Center.

10. RA Family Services Coordinator will continue supporting families in need of housing,
food or other resources material assistance.

11. RA has convened an Anti-Racism Committee of internal and external stakeholders
and has drafted a policy to leverage transformative SEL work to support the staff’s
anti-racism and anti-bias initiatives.

12. The staff of RA will continue the work of  increasing culturally-responsiveness and
antiracism understanding through book studies and professional development.

13. A committee has been formed to continue to work on making the curriculum and
instruction more culturally relevant and responsive at RA, including our Social
Studies curriculum. The school has developed a partnership with professors from St.
John Fisher’s Ralph C. Wilson School of Education to develop a critical lens when
evaluating curriculum and creating more culturally relevant lessons. This initiative
will be led by the Dean of the School of Education, Joellen Maples, over the course of
the 2021-2022 school year.
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Teaching and Learning
Tenets of  Instruction
RA will return to 100% in- person, direct instruction. All components of our in- person
instruction will return to usual capacity. RA is ready to alter its delivery model should the
county, state, or federal government deem a non-in-person framework..

Grade Level
Bands

ELA
Curriculum

Math
Curriculum

Science Social Studies

Kindergarten Thematic units
written with
Language and
Informational/
Narrative NY
Common Core
standards

Achievement
First Math
Curriculum

Foss Science
Kits

Houghton-Miffli
n Harcourt
Curriculum

Grades 1 & 2 Wit & Wisdom
curriculum

Achievement
First Math
Curriculum

Foss Science
Kits

Houghton-Miffli
n Harcourt
Curriculum

Grades 3-6 Achievement
First ELA
Curriculum

Achievement
First Math
Curriculum

Foss Science
Kits

Houghton-Miffli
n Harcourt
Curriculum

English Language Learners will receive support and teaching for the ESOL teacher
including both whole group and small group based on English proficiency level.

Instructional Schedules
The following will be included in the schedule:

● Shared Reading: Direct Instruction by a teacher
● Guided Reading
● Math lesson: Direct Instruction by a teacher
● Small Group Math Instruction
● Social Emotional Learning Block
● i-Ready Lessons
● Phonics
● Science
● Social Studies
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● Arts Block
● Arts Integration

Response to Intervention (RTI)
RTI providers will create a schedule to meet with the students on their caseload at the
beginning of the year. The RTI schedule may adjust based on the needs of the students once
the school year begins.

Key Design Elements: The board and leadership of RA have been working with a
seriousness of purpose to ensure that RA’s key design elements are infused into RA’s
2021-2022 School Reopening Plan.

More time: Block scheduling, longer days, more days

1. RA has continued the 1.5 hour block of ELA and 1.5 hour block of math.
2. Small group math and ELA sessions are built into the schedule.
3. Special education students may receive additional 1:1 instruction from their special

education teacher.

A universally applied set of dispositions to Learning: Habits of the Mind and Positive
Psychology’s Character Strengths and Virtues and metacognitive understanding

1. Students engage in daily lessons on one of the 24 Positive Psychology character
strengths and virtues.

2. The character strengths and virtues are also interwoven into our daily content-area
lessons when they fit.

A Focus on Language and Literacy: Speech and Language Support for All Learners

1. Kindergarten: Daily focus on building phonemic awareness and phonic skills.
2. Students are exposed to specific letter patterns through printed materials (ex.,

leveled books they read) and activities that enable multiple rehearsal of the target
skill.

3. Kindergarten: Expose students to robust evidence-based instruction that is
culturally responsive. Lesson development & implementation considers reading as
not only a skills-based approach, but also as a cognitive-linguistic social activity
Students participate  in two days of teacher-lead read-aloud lessons.

4. Daily lessons focus on receptive language via concepts needed to establish
background information and novel/tier II vocabulary. Leveled questions facilitate
comprehension of the story line as well as higher level critical thinking.
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5. Lessons incorporate drawing, music and role play to build expository and story
grammar narrative skills (expressive language skills).

6. The lesson ends with students completing a writing task that embeds focused
vocabulary and phonic skills using the language and letter/spelling patterns related
to the story.

7. Available as needed with 1st-6th grade students with push-in help from SLP.

A Focus on Numeracy and Eight Mathematical Practices

1. Daily the lessons have continued to follow the Achievement First scope and
sequence, incorporating problem based approach to teaching math. Teachers pose
problems and require students to solve and share their mathematical reasoning.
Using these lessons and Common Core Learning Standards maintains the rigor of the
lessons.

2. There are times targeted for small group math instruction to address specific gaps
and needs that our students have. During this time, there is direct instruction on a
small, targeted math concept and students are provided many opportunities to
attempt problems and receive quick feedback from a teacher.

3. The math coach and the team leads will lead math planning meetings to unpack the
units in the math scope and sequence. The meetings will focus on how  instruction is
going, how students are performing during class and on the daily exit tickets.
Teachers will analyze the data and bring that information to the meetings to
potentially make adjustments to the scope and sequence and ultimately meet the
needs of the students.

Arts Instruction and Arts Integration

1. Arts block and Arts integration will continue daily.
2. Arts block will return to the designated arts rooms, and arts integration will take

place in the classrooms.
3. Kindergarten through 6th grade students take visual arts, dance, music, arts

integration, or physical education. Kindergarten through 2nd grade students also
take library classes.

4. RA’s arts enrichment program will continue during ACE time.
5. RA’s 4-6th grade instrumental music and choir programs will resume.

Character Education

1. Classroom community will be developed and nurtured through morning meetings
and social emotional curriculum.
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2. Second Step Lessons will be delivered to the K-6 students by classroom teachers.
3. RA implements the Positivity Project (P2) as its character education program. The

organization shifted their content to address social-emotional needs as it relates to
adjusting back to school following remote instruction.

4. The School Social Worker and the school’s Therapy Dog will be on campus on the
five days of in-person, direct  instruction.

5. RA will resume the monthly ARTS assemblies done using technology.

Child and Family Support

1. RAFFA meetings will be held regularly to provide parents with information on
various topics ranging from academic and community resources.

2. RA will continue to remain in communication with our ELL and McKinney Vento
Families to ensure they are healthy, safe and have their essential needs met.

3. RA will ensure that families are abreast of resources that are available such as,
educational tips while quarantined, child care, food distribution, mental health
services, internet services, masks, as well as virtual events that are educational, fun
and creative.

Attendance and Chronic Absenteeism
1. Renaissance Academy will track daily attendance in SchoolRunner.
2. The school’s SIS system will make daily attendance calls to the students who are not

in attendance.
3. The school  will manage student attendance and meet with the student support

team to analyze attendance records.

Supports for Students and Families
Students with IEPs and 504 Plans

1. Lessons will be differentiated and modified for special education students per their
IEP.

2. The Coordinator of Internal Special Services, School Psychologist, and School Social
Worker will be the staff liaisons for special education families.

3. Communication with families will occur regularly by the special education teacher.
4. RA will continue to be in contact with the CSE chairs from all of our sending

districts.
5. Related service providers (Speech & Language, Occupational Therapy, Counseling)

are in frequent contact with families.
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6. RA’s Coordinator of External Special Services has been in contact with all of the
sending districts for guidance on the continuation of services for our students.

504 Students
1. Upon students returning to school, RA and sending districts will determine if

additional supports will be necessary for our special education, 504 and ELL
students.

2. Students with 504 plans will receive  accommodations as possible. RA has reviewed
all 504 plans prior to the beginning of the instructional year.

Bilingual Education and World Languages
Students who qualify for ELL services

1. Individualized learning plans will be updated for returning students and created for
each new ESOL student including daily schedules and lesson goals.

2. English Language Learner (ELL) Program Google Classroom portal has been created
to communicate with families and keep them up to date.

3. Formative assessments will be used to monitor students’ progress.
4. The ESOL teachers participate in general classes to provide integrated instruction

and continuity for ENL students.
5. Unique learning materials are provided for students in a variety of formats including

computer and paper-based, as well as  online learning materials.
6. Students’ social and emotional learning skills are cultivated through daily lessons

that emphasize successful communication, goal-setting, self-regulation,
problem-solving and responsible decision making.

7. The ESOL teacher will regularly communicate and collaborate with classroom
teachers to assess and address the needs of all ELLs.

8. Families will be routinely called through the use of Propio interpretation service to
encourage participation and support.

Students who are classified as McKinney-Vento
1. RA’s Family Services Coordinator is the school's McKinney-Vento Coordinator. She

will remain in contact with our families.
2. RA will survey families to determine if we have additional families who have

insecure housing due to COVID-19.
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Students who qualify for RTI Tier 2 and Tier 3 Services
1. RA will create a protocol for recommending Tier 2 and Tier 3 supports for new students

/ separating that from the general slide that all students will experience.
2. Once the school year begins the Coordinator of Internal Special Services will create

appropriate ways to meet with students and provide the interventions.
3. RTI providers will contact parents with updates and scheduled times etc. so that

parents understand these are necessary interventions.
4. RTI providers will work with classroom teachers to assist in small group instruction.

Communication/Family & Community Engagement
Communicating with our families is integral to the success of our school reopening our staff
will communicate in the following ways:

1. For program level information our school will use our robo-email and robo-call system.
2. The leadership team will post daily updates via our social media apps and the school’s

website.
3. Phone calls and socially distanced visits when necessary.
4. ESOL families will be contacted in their home language. RA will continue to use Propio

services to achieve both written and oral communication.
5. The Family Services Coordinator will serve as lead communicator with families and

greater community members.
6. Important information will be regularly communicated through all school platforms.
7. RA’s family and faculty association will continue to meet which will include

presentations from community agencies.
8. RA will conduct an orientation for all families in August.
9. Curriculum updates and newsletters will be sent to families in their home language to

keep them informed regularly.

Staffing
Overview of Teachers’ Responsibilities
1. Teachers attend grade level planning meetings with the literacy and math coaches

weekly as well as Arts Integration (AI) planning meetings.
ii. Teachers attend regular staff meetings.

1. Teachers will attend all required PDs and professional learning opportunities.
2. Teachers will administer formative and unit assessments to determine student mastery.
3. Teachers and coaches will analyze assessment to inform instruction and intervention as

needed.
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Overview of Support Team’s Responsibilities
1. The Support Team consists of the Assistant Principal, Dean of Students, Behavioral

Interventionists, School Social Worker, Coordinator of Family Services, and Coordinators
of Special Services.

2. The support team will establish and follow clear and consistent protocols for
monitoring daily attendance.

3. A protocol for logging communication with families will be created by the support team
and rolled out to the entire school community.

4. If a home visit is necessitated, the support team will conduct and/or organize such
visits. A minimum of two people is required to conduct a home visit.

5. The support team will assist families with resources.

Overview of Instructional Leadership Team’s Responsibilities
1. The math and ELA coaches lead weekly planning meetings with teachers to support

instruction.
2. The math and ELA coaches will create and plan the scope and sequence of the

curriculum with grade level teams.
3. Coaches will lead assessment analysis and action planning with teams.
4. The instructional leadership team will train and support teachers in implementation of

all curriculum with PD and Observation and Feedback.
5. Coaches will assist with revisions of curriculum needed to make it effectively taught.
6. The instructional leadership team will support teachers through  meetings and

observations tracked through Whetstone.
7. Coaches will present observations as an opportunity for growth that are

non-judgemental.
8. Coaches will work with grade level teams to create and adapt units for key social studies

and science standards to be effectively taught.
9. The instructional leadership team will observe instruction and provide feedback to

teachers using Whetstone, the platform RA uses for observation and feedback.
10. The Director of Arts & Technology will collaborate with the arts, physical education, and

library teachers to develop scope and sequences.
11. The Director of Arts & Technology  will provide training to the arts, physical education,

and library teachers on using various teaching platforms.
12. The Director of Arts & Technology will meet with arts departments periodically and

with the AI teachers to plan curriculum.
13. The Director of Arts & Technology will collaborate with the math and ELA coaches to

determine power standards to focus on for AI.
14. The Director of Arts & Technology  will facilitate the after school Encore program.
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15. The Coordinator of Internal Special Services will hold periodic meetings for Special
Education providers to update the team with relevant information and to discuss any
pertinent issues.

16. The Coordinators of  Internal and External  Special Services will meet with individual
providers to ensure proper protocols are followed and to address any individual
concerns.

17. The Coordinators of Internal and External Special Services will meet with Response to
Intervention specialists to address concerns and to support scheduling of services.

Overview of the School Principal and Assistant Principal’s Responsibilities
1. Create, maintain, and adjust daily learning schedules for all grade levels.
2. Outline and communicate expectations for all staff dependent on their current roles.
3. Identify and inform the support staff of their roles and responsibilities as they relate

to the academic program.
4. Observe and provide feedback to instructional staff.
5. Identify professional development needs and schedule training.
6. Offer pre-scheduled “support meetings” for staff who have specific needs or

questions.
7. Meets with and supports Instructional Coaches in all duties and decision making.
8. The principal will liaise with RA’s medical director to ensure plans for the health

office comply with the guidelines provided by the NYSDOH and the NYSED.

Overview of Director of Facilities Responsibilities
1. The Director of Facilities will ensure the building meets the facility Health and Safety

guidelines as outlined in this plan.
2. The Director of Facilities will be the main point of contact for NYSED for the school

nutrition office and the office of facilities and planning.
3. The Director of Facilities will be the onsite manager for facilities and food service

meal distribution.
4. The Director of Facilities will liaise with all transportation departments to ensure

our students have transportation and that transportation plans meet the new health
and safety guidelines.

5. The Director of Facilities will keep informed on reopening guidelines, and seek
information to make sure we are in compliance with state and local health
department recommendations so our building is ready to open when NYS allows for
employees and students to return to work.
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Overview of Chief Educational Officers’s Responsibilities
1. The CEO will serve as the COVID-19 Safety Coordinator.
2. The CEO will be responsible for the creation of and updating the Reopening School

Plan and be sure that it aligns to guidelines set by the NYSED CSO and addresses
RA’s Key Design Elements.

3. The CEO, or her designee, will attend webinars provided by the NYSED CSO, the New
York State Charter Schools Association and the Coalition of Independent Charter
Schools, and the National Alliance of Charter Schools.

4. Continue to meet with the School Reopening Committee to seek feedback and
inform necessary changes.

5. The CEO will monitor to be sure all aspects of the school’s reopening plan are
followed and adjusted as needed.

6. The CEO will seek feedback from stakeholders on RA’s back to school plans.

Teacher Evaluation and Licensing
1. Teacher evaluation will continue as designed and approved by the Board of Trustees.
2. Teachers will be evaluated using RA’s modified Danielson Rubric for teachers.
3. RA will ensure that teachers are certified or meet the certification waiver

requirements for charter school in the state of New York.
4. RA will work with the substitute pool to ensure if a substitute teacher is needed

he/she is highly qualified and can meet the requirements of RA’s programs.

Budget and Fiscal Matters
1. All existing state aid reporting requirements and deadlines will be maintained by

the CEO and the school’s data administrator.
2. The content of data submissions will largely remain consistent with past practice,

except where modified by law, regulation, or executive order.
3. RA will apply for all possible grant funds that will support RA’s programming.
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